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l Introduction
The steady-state wave propagation problems in homogeneous media are
governed by first order systems of the form
where
(Dj=(l/t)d/dXjy A/s are mXm hermitian matrices).
Let Λ be a perturbed system of Λ° having the following form:
(1.1) Λ = E(x)-ιφ Aj(x)Dj+B(x)} (*eΩ),
where Ω is an exterior domain with smooth boundary, that is, Rn\Ω is compact.
In this paper we consider a steady-state wave propagation problem in inhomo-
geneous media. The steady-state wave propagation problem treated here is the
following:
' (Λ—X)v =g for x^Ω (g: given)
(1.2) • v satisfies + (or —) radiation condition
^v(x) e N(x) for x e 3Ω ,
where N(x) is a prescribed vector subspaces of Cm depending smoothly on
#e8Ω. The coefficients and N(x) satisfy the conditions given later, which
includes the wave propagation in crystals. Our purpose here is to prove Rellich
uniqueness theorem and to establish the limiting absorption principle. The
most difficult point is how to define the radiation condition, because the ex-
istence of the singularities and the parabolic points of the slowness surface
complicates the behavior at infinity of the solution. However in our previous
paper [4] we obtain the expansion formula at infinity of the Green function of
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Λ°—λ under some conditions which includes the wave propagation problem
in crystals. We use the result of [4] crucially.
In [4] we assume that the space dimension n is odd. This is also assumed
here. The conditions for Λ are the following:
Ai) E(x) is hermitian, positive definit, bounded and measurable in
Aj(x)ys are hermitian and continuously differentiable with respect to x9 B(x) is
continuous with respect to x.
Aii) The operator Λ is formally self-adjoint, that is,
Σ
 dAjW = i{B(x)-B(x)*} for *eΩ.
i=i dXj
Aiii) Outside of a sufficiently large ball, say for \x\>R, E(x) = I,
Aj(x)=Aj (constant) and B(x)=0.
Note that, by Ai), A/s are hermitian.
Aiv) N(x) is maximally conservative, that is,
CΣAj(x)nj(x)ζ)ξ = 0 for any ζ£ΞN(x)
and N(x) is not properly contained in any other subspace of Cm having this
property. (n(x)=(n1(x), •••, nn(x)) is the outer unit normal of dΩ at x).
Av) Λ° satisfies the following condition:
1) Λ° is strongly propagative.
2) The symbol of Λ° satisfies Si)~Svi) of [4, section 1]*>.
3) If w>3, we assume
\K(s)\ >^ Const. dist
s
(s, Z
s
).
(K(s) is the Gaussian curvature of S. Z
s
 is the set which containes all algebraic
singularities and all parabolic points of *S. The exact definition is given in [4,
page 579]).
Avi) rank Λ(Λ;, n(x)) = Const. near 9Ω.
Avii) For any R<><r'<r and any
Σ l l ^ « l l Ω
r
^ C o n
r
where Ω
r
= {I * I <Λ Π Λ,| |u| |Q i,=(( u{x)*E(x)u{x)dxf'2 and 37(Λ) is the nullspace
of Λ.
*> Here we correct the assumption Si) in page 579. "(n—JJ-dimensionaΓ* must be replaced with
" (n — 1 — d )-dimensionaΓ'.
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REMARK If Λ has the form
A = E(x)-1±AjDj,
Ω=Rn and E(x)^C\Rn), then the assumption Avii) follows from Ai)~Av).
(See J.R. Schulenberger and C.H. Wilcox [12]).
The main Theorem of this paper is as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Let X^R\{0}. If v±<ΞLJoC(Ω) satisfies
[ (Λ—X)v± = 0 for
(1.3) v± satisfies i radiation condition
±(=N(x) for
then ? ; ± G L 2 ( Ω ) .
Especially v±=0
Φf satisfies ± radiation condition
Φf&N(x) for
We shall apply Theorem 1.1 and establish the limiting absorption principle
(Theorem 5.1), which assures the existence of the solution of the steady-state
wave propagation problem (1.2). Then, the eigenfunction expansion theorem
for Λ (Theorem 6.1) can be derived from Theorem 5.1. Here the generalized
eigenfunction will be obtained as the unique solution of the following steady-
state wave propagation problem.
(1.4)
)'s are eigenvalues of Λ°(£) and Pj(ξYs are projections to the eigenspaces.
See [4, section 2]).
The theory of eigenfunction expansion is developed mainly for the Schrϋd-
inger equation and the d'Alembert equation (see, for example T. Ikebe [2],
C.H. Wilcox [15]). For example in the case of the d'Alembert equation the
steady-state wave propagation problem is to solve the Helmholtz equation under
the Sommerfeld radiation condition. So the generalized eigenfunction is charac-
terized as the unique solution of the Helmholtz equation satisfying the Som-
merfeld radiation condition. For first order systems K. Mochizuki [6] treated
isotropic systems, that is, the systems whose slowness surface (defined by [4,
(0.7)]) consists of some concentric spheres. J.R. Schulenberger and C.H.
Wilcox [8] treated the systems whose slowness surface is smooth and strictly
convex. They found radiation conditions attached the steady-state wave prop-
agation problem and obtained the generalized eigenfunctions as the unique
solutions of steady-state wave propagation problems. But there are many
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important systems in physics which are not included in their theories. The wave
propagation problem in crystals is one of such systems. There are some liter-
atures related to the wave propagation in crystals (H. Tamura [13], R. Weder
[14]). In these papers they show the limiting absorption principle, and their
theories assure the existence of the generalized eigenfunctions. Concerning
their results it is conjectured that these generalized eigenfunctions can be char-
acterized as the unique solutions of steady-state wave propagation problems
under suitable radiation conditions. But this fact has not yet been shown.
Our Theorem 1.1 shows that the above conjecture holds.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 some fundamental facts
related to the unperturbed system are shown. In section 3 the radiation con-
dition will be defined and the Rellich uniqueness theorem for the unperturbed
system Λ°—λ will be proved. Section 4 is devoted to prove Theorem 1.1,
that is, the Rellich uniqueness theorem for Λ—λ. In section 5 the limiting
absorption principle will be established. In section 6 the eigenfunction expan-
sion theorem will be stated briefly.
The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor M.
Ikawa for his kind suggestions and constant help.
2. Some fact related to the unperturbed (homogeneous) system
First we shall consider the equation
(2.1) (A°-ζ)u=f,
where fGC\{0} and f^C%(Rn). In this section some properties which play
an important role in the followring sections are prepared.
The Green function G and G± are defined in [4, (0.5) and (0.6)]. They
satisfy
(Λ°-0G(*, ζ) = 8(x)I .
n R n
(Λ°-λ)G±(*, λ) = S(x)I
Let D be a bounded open set of Rny and let U be an open ball in R
n
 with
center at origin. Bounded domains X and W are taken with
W±0czX and XaaD.
Let φ be a smooth function with
for xEzX
for x£ΞRn\D
and u=φu. £/'£ U is another open ball with center at origin and we put
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1 for x<=ΞU'
Ψ W
 ' 0 for χζΞRn\U.
Then the following theorem holds (J.R. Schulenberger [7]).
Theorem 2.1. If a distribution u satisfies
A°u-ζu = 0 in Rn
for ?eC\{0}, then u satisfies for any x^W
u(x) = u*(A°-ζI)(l-ψ)G(x, ζ)
= [(A°-ζI)u]*(l-ψ)G(x, ζ).
REMARK Theorem 2.1 holds for any G which satisfies (2.2).
Denote by Δ a subset of complex plane
Δ = {ζ = \+iε (or Λ-iS); λG[fl, b] and £e(0, S
o
]}
for [a, b] (ZR\{0} and S
o
>0. Let ζ(ΞΔ and l e t / e C%(Rn). Then the solution
u=u(x> ζ) of (2.1) has the following representations
( 2 3 )
where T(s) is the polar reciplocal map on S ([4, page 579]), P(s)=Pk(s) (projec-
tion to the eigenspace associated with \k) if s^Sk, φx is a function given by
(2.15) of [4] and «°(Λ?, ζ) is a function satisfying
for some constant C independent of ζ and ^=Λ;/|Λ?|. The proof of (2.3) is
almost the same as that of (2.25) of [4] (the case of the Green function). The
formula (2.3) implies the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For any σ>0 it follows that
\u(x,ζ)\^C
σ
\x\σ
with a constant C
σ
 independent of η and f e Δ . Moreover u(x, \±iβ) converges to
a limit u{x, λ) uniformly for ζ on Δ. Then it follows that
The proof of Lemma 2.2 is almost the same as that of the last part of The-
orem 7.1 of [4].
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The following theorem can be proved in the same way as the proof of
Theorem 7.1 of [4].
Theorem 2.3. Under the same assumption of Theorem 7.1 of [4] the limit
u±(x, λ) = lim u(x> λ±/£)
ε-M)
exists and u±{x, λ) satisfies
u±(x, λ) ^ Σ
• I K(s) I -«* I T(s) I -1 P(s)ψ
si8n(±λ)(s) I S^\±Ύ})+q±(x, λ ) ,
zΰhere q± satisfies that for any p with \<Lp<\ + \β (/ of Theorem 7.1 of [4]) there
exists v=Vp>0 such that
(2.5)
and
(2.6)
(s^(
v
)=sp^(
v
)==s^(
v
) with β=p(η). See [4, page 606~page 607]. ψ + and
ψ_ are defined in [4, page 586]).
3. The Rellich uniqueness theorem for unperturbed (homogene-
ous) system
To begin with we shall formulate the radiation condition, which is suitable
for our problem.
In section 1 we introduced a set Z
s
. Here we introduce the other sets.
Let Z
w
 be the polar reciprocal image of Z
s
 (see [4, page 580]). Then we denote
by Z
s
 and Z
w
 by
Z
s
 = {rs; rt=Ry s(=Zs}
and
Z
w
= {rw\ r^R, w(=Z
w
},
respectively. (In [4] we denote these sets by Z and Z, respectively.)
Let S± be a class of all complex-valued functions i?(^, ξ) defined on
(Sn~1\Z
w
)xRn with the following properties:
i) R(v, £ ) = Σ aJώ? (a polynomial of £), where a
Λ
(
v
) e C-
ii)
for 7 = 1 , 2,
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Remark that 3?+ (and 9?-) are not empty. In fact the function
R±\V> ζ) == XI \vζ—x^s \~T~ΎJ))
satisfies the conditions i) and ii) above.
Next we shall construct a function S + G ^ which satisfies
(3.1) 5±fe,?)G5>± and l-R±(-v, ξ)tΞ&±.
Let R±(v, ?)=ΣXO?)£V be a function of 3>± and R±tl(η, ?)=Σϋμ(^)? μ be
a function which satisfies
R±tι can be constructed in the following way. Put
and
, ξ) =PHv, ξ) -PHv, ξ)
where β$ denotes the omission of the factor pf. Then
So put
R±Λv, ξ) =*ΊlR*kι,
Y=i
Define
(3.2) R±(Vy ξ) = R±tl(y, ξ)R±(v, f) = Σ
Then R± satisfies (3.1) because R± satisfies
K±(v, x*w(±v)) = 0, R±{v,
and
R±(-v, Xs«X±v)) = lU
Next we give the definition of i radiation condition for the operator Λ—λ.
DEFINITION A function MGLί
oc
(Ω) is said to satisfy ± radiation condi-
tion when u satisfies
Ri) u is smooth in {\x\ >R0} for a large Ro positive.
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Rii) \u(x) I ^ SCX#>σ for any σ > 0 and for some constant C
σ
.
Riii) There exists a function C^) eL^S"""1) for any l^p<2 if n < 3 , or
for some^>>l if n=3 such that
Riv) Let a(ξ)^C°°(Rn) be a function which satisfies supp adRn\Z
s
 and
have polynomial order at infinity, and let β(x) e C°°(Rn) be a function such that
ΓO if \
( 3 3 >
 "
W
 = ί i if
Then there exists some constant C
Λtβ such that
(3.4) \a(D
s
)(βu)\£C
Λ
,
β
\x
and it holds that for any β G ^ and for any
(3.5) I X(v)R(v, D
x
)[a(D
x
)(βu)] \ ^
REMARK 1 If there exists a function /30eC°°(/2n) with (3.3) which satisfies
(3.4) and (3.5), then any β with (3.3) satisfies (3.4) and (3.5). In fact, since both
β0 and β have the property (3.3),
βu-βQu = 0 for \x\ ^Ro and \x\ ^
Then βu—β
o
u^C^(Rn) for any function u satisfying the radiation condition,
and since a(D
x
) is a pseudodifferential operator of finite order, a(D
x
)[βu—
S. Hence
a(D
x
)[βu] = a(D
x
)[βu-β
o
u]+a(D
x
)[β
o
u]
satisfies (3.4) and (3.5).
REMARK 2 A solution u of
( Λ 0 - λ > = / for
satisfies ± radiation condition if and only if u satisfies Ri)~Riii) for Ro=O
and (3.4) and (3.5) for β=l. This fact is clear from the hypoellipticity of
First we prove the existence theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Put
u(x, ζ) = ΞF-ΉΛV)-?:/)-1/^)] (ζ^C\R an
and
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u±(x, λ) = lim u(x>
ε\o
Then u±{x, λ) is a solution of
which satisfies i radiation condition.
Proof. Clearly it holds that
(A°-ζ)u(x9ξ)=f.
The both sides of this equation converge as £ \ 0 in the sense of S'y and this
implies that u±(x, λ) is a solution.
As for the radiation condition u±(x, λ) satisfies Ri) clearly from the hypoel-
lipticity of Λ°—λ, Rii) from (2.7) and Riii) from Theorem 2.3. Then it remains
only to prove that u± satisfies Riv). From Remark 2 it is enough to prove the
case of β= 1. Operate a(D
x
) to the both side of (A°—ζ)u(x, ?)=/. Since both
α(£)and A°(ξ)—λ are independent of x9 they commutes. Thus it follows that
In the same way as in the case of the Green function we can represent
a{D
x
)v{x, ζ) = «„,„(*, ξ)
•( ί e*-* P(s) I T(s) I - 1 α(
J S
where
(C
Λ
 is independemt of η^S""1 and ?GΔ).
Note that supp α(f) dRn\Z
s
. Put
*(*, r) = ( eiχ'sP(s)
J s
It is an integral on a smooth surface. Then we apply the usual stationary
phase method to this integral, and we have
Pθ7)
v(x, r) = Σ (2*)-<"-1>V" l |T«'
γiγ = i
) I -^Wφi^αίrίj/ίf*)ψ+(ί) I _ ,
) I -1'* I iχ,) I -1 P(s)<h(rs)a(rs)f(rs)
/
* , r),
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where
Thus it holds that
a(D
x
)u(x, ζ) = (principal part)+j(#, ζ),
where
I q(x, ζ) I ^ C
Λ
I x I ~Λ/2-v for any z; with 0 ^ v< 1/2 .
Moreover
β \ o
has the same property. The continuity of pseudo differential operators in S'
implies
Km a(D
x
)u(x, \±iβ) = a(D
x
)u±(x, λ) .
Then
( ) | | Il
7=1
I-^CMλίj/ίλ*) Ψ
- β Λ
(«)(*)|^c»(± Λ+?-.±(*, λ),
where
I ?«.±(^ λ) I ^  C v^ I * I "Λ/2"v for any i; with O^v < 1/2.
This shows that %.(#, λ) satisfies Riv). Q.E.D.
In order to prove the uniqueness theorem we prepare several lemmas
(Lemma 3.2~3.8).
L e m m a 3.2. When \x\^2\y\,it holds that
τύhere Cy{η)^Lp{Sn'ι)for somep>ί.
2) For any R(η, ξ)&@± there exists z/>0 such that for any
\X(
v
)R(Vi Dx)G±(x-y> λ)I £C,.%(η)\x\
tfhere Cyt%{ri)^Lp{Sn"ι)for somep>ί.
Proof.
G(x-y, ζ) = 3-\e-^
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= Γ
 lj
^(\ e"* >P(s)\T(s)\-ιφ1(rs)e-i»"*dS)dr
+G2(x-y, ζ).
Then I x | ^  21 y | implies
Details are omitted since they are similar to the proof of Theorem 7.1 of [4].
Q.E.D.
Remark that, when \x\ ^ 2 | y \ , we have |Λ:| '—'|JC—3^| as | # | - » o o .
Lemma 3.3. Let ψ^C^(R1) be a function such that
0 if \t\>2
if \t\<\.
Fix S>0 and put
Φ*{x) = (A°—X)(l—ψ(ε\x\))G±(xy λ)
and
fry __ J
χ
. £-!<; \
x
Then zϋe have
ro if
2) Φftx-y)=-±Aj(DMΦ-y\))GJίx-y,\) for
3) \ΦHχ-y
where Cy(η) e L ^ S " ' 1 ) for some p> 1.
We often omit λ of G± for simplicity (G±(x)=G±(x, λ)).
Proof. 1) <ψ<£|*|)=lfor \x\<ε-\soΦf(x)=0for\x\<6'1;ψ(S\x\)=0
for \x\>2S~1 and (A°-λ)G ± ( ίc)=0 for \x\ >2S~\ so Φ ± ( * ) = 0 for \x\ >2£~\
2) It is sufficient to prove the case of y=0. For x^k%, we have from
the definition
?(*) = -(A°-Λ)ψ(ε\x\)G±(x) = -
3) We have Dy
x
ψ(6\x—y\)=O(Sm) uniformly for η and y. On kζ it holds
that I x—y \ ^S'1. So by the above remark | x \ ^S"1. Then Lemma 3.2 implies
I G±(x-y) I ^ C y ( v ) I xI - < « - ^
Then the inequality of 3) follows from 2). Q.E.D.
Let R± be a function given in (3.2).
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Lemma 3.4. For xekζ, x= \ x \ η, put
Ψ± '(*) = (l-R±(-v, Dx))I Φ±(x+y).
Then for any X^Co(Sn~l\Z
w
)
where σ>l and C%ty{η)^Lp(Sn~ι) for some p>ί.
Proof. Let x^kζ. By Lemma 3.3 and (3.2)
ψ±,y(x) = (\-R±(-η, Dx))I Φ±(x+y)
± I x+y \ ))G±(x+y))
j — 1
ί
= Φf(x+y)+± Aj(DMS I x+y I)). R(-
η> Dx)G±(x+y)+Q0
= ± AjfD/Hs I χ+y I ))G±(*+y)+Σ
,; — 1 ,; — 1
where
ρ 0 = Σ Aj Σ
j — 1 lδl^2
From Lemma 3.2 1)
for C
χ > ^ ) e L / ' ( 5 Λ " 1 ) , ί > l . On the other hand, since 1 — R±{—η,
Lemma 3.2 2) implies
This gives the conclusion. Q.E.D.
Since S is sufficiently small, we may assume that u is smooth in kζ. From
the remark after Lemma 3.2
(3.6) kζch, = {x; (2/3)6-1< \x\ <4S'1}
follows if | * | > 2 | ; y | .
Lemma 3.5. Let u± be a solution of (Λ°—\)u=0 which satisfies ± radiation
condition. For any function a(ξ) with supp adRn\Z
s
 and for any X^Coo(Sn"1)
we have
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lim ^%(V)(R±(V, Dx)a{Dx)u±{x))Φ±{x-y)dx = 0.
Proof. R±{η, ξ) e 5>±, and so for x <= kζ
IK±(v, Dt)aψx)u±{x)\£C\x\-"/2"v
for any v<\\2. By Lemma 3.3 it holds that
\Φ?(y-x)\<ZCy(v)εW for Cά)e=LχS->).
Hence we have
V, Dx)a{Dx)u±{χ))Φ*{y-χ)dχ\
^ Const, j 4 8 _
 ι
 £(»-1)/2+v£(»+i)/2£-»+y I Λ; I f _ 11 X(v)Cy(v) | <ί 17
= Const, e 1 ^ " 1 = Const. ε v . Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.6. Put
άf(y) = (a(D
x
)u±)*Φ±(y).
Then limά±(y)=0for any ye.R".
Proof. Let yGR" be fixed, and δ be any positive number. Since
Cφiy(η)GL\S"~1), there exist two open sets U and V with the properties
Z
w
 Π S"-1 c U c c V c S""1
and
(3.7)
0 if
 η
eU
1 if
Then
= t ,(
±(y-^)%(x/1 x I )dx
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From (3.7)
^ Const, δ .
Let
/ . = t X(v){au±(x)-R±(η, Dx)au±(x)}Φt(y-x)dx.
By Lemma 3.5
(3.8) lim(/ί-/ t)=0.
Now
Since P(D
x
)Φ*(y—x)=0 on dkξ (for any polynomial P), we have by integration
by parts
J, =
Now IDζ(X(y)ay,(η)bμ.(η) \ ^ C
σ>χ |Λ:|" l<Γ |. Since X does not have its support near
Z
w
, the following integration on kζ is integrable with respect to η. Then we
have
IJ
 ){au±{x)){D1X{r])a,{yί)bl,{η))Φt{y-x)dx\
^ c Γ _iε<»-w.ε.ε'«
+1)/*.ε-n+1d\χ\^c%ε.
Thus
. = f (au±(x))X(η){Φ±(y-x)
where
Now the transformation of variables x of the right hand side of Jz to — x
and the fact that DΛ
x
{Φ±{y-x)}=(-iy*\DΛ
x
Φ±)(y-x) imply
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- [Σ a,(-vM
= (-1)" ί (au±{-x))X(-η){l-R±(-v, Dx)}Φ±{x+y)dx+Qt
= (-1)" ί _X(-
v
)(au±(-x))ΨΪ"(x)dx+Q,.
Hence
17,1 ^ o n s t . (
(3.9) J t e / 3 ) < r l
>
Thus (3.8) and (3.9) give
lim 11 = lim (7l-7,)+lim7
β
 = 0 .
ε\o ε\o ε\o
Hence
ε\o ε\o 8
Since δ can be taken arbitrally, we have
lim ώί(y) = 0 . Q.E.D.
ε\o
Lemma 3.7. L^ u± be a solution of (A°—X)u=O satisfying ± radiation
condition. Then we have
a{D
x
)u±(x) = 0
for any a(ξ) with supp a{ξ)(ZRn\Z
s
.
Proof. Operate a(D
x
) to the both sides of (Λ°—λ)w=0. Then
(A°-X)a(D
x
)u± = 0.
From Theorem 2.1
αt#± = (au±)*Φf(x) for any £ > 0 .
On the other hand Lemma 3.6 implies
au±(x) = lim (αw±) *<£*(#) = 0
8\0
for any xGβ*. This gives the conclusion. Q.E.D.
Finally we prove the following fact which is related to the Sobolev spaces.
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Lemma 3.8. If a distribution u satisfies
i) UΪΞH-* for s<\
ii) supp udM, which is an at most n—2 dimensional compact submanifold,
thenu=0.
Proof. If st^O, the lemma is clear. So we consider the case of s>0.
Since u has compact support, the conclusion of lemma is equivalent to that
(u, φ)=0 for any φ<=C°°{Rn).
First we show (uy l)=0. Put
φz(x) = p(dist(#, M)jS) ,
where p^Co(Rι) with
κ w
 lO if \t \>ί.
Then
(uy 1) = (u,
Since supp uClM, (u, 1—φ
s
)=0. Thus
(3.10) («, 1) = (u, φ,).
The assumption i) gives
(3.H) \(u,φ.)
By the fact that 0 < ί < l the interpolation inequality implies for any δ with
0 < δ < l
(3.12) llίPe
From the definition of <p
β
 and the fact that dim M^n—2 we have
(3.13) WψsWi^C, and
The estimates (3.12) and (3.13) imply
Then, by putting S=€a~s)/s we obtain
Hence ||9>
β
||,-*0 as £-*0. (3.10), (3.11) and the above fact give
\{u, l ) | - 0 .
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Thus (u, l ) = 0 follows.
Next we show (u, φ)=0 for any φ^C°°(Rn). Note that φu also satisfies
the conditions i) and ii). Thus the above arguments gives
Then we have
(μy φ) = {φu, 1) = 0 . Q.E.D.
We denote the set {g^L\Rn)\ supp g is compact} by L2
v
]
oyi{Rn).
Now we prove the uniqueness theorem of (Λ°—X)u=g
Theorem 3.9. Let g be a function of LlJJtf). For \&Rι\{0} the solu-
tion of
±
(3.14) .
I u± satisfies ± radiation condition
is unique if it exists.
Proof. Obviously it suffices to show that a solution w± of
ί (A°-λ)cd± = 0
I w± satisfies i radiation condition .
must be identically zero. We shall see that the Fourier transformation w
satisfies the condition i) and ii) of Lemma 3.8. Then w±=0, that is w ± =0.
From Lemma 3.7
a{D
x
)w±{x) = 0
for any <x=a(ξ) with supp aczRn\Z
s
. The Fourier transformation gives
a(ξ)ώ±(ξ) = 0.
Here ώ±(ξ) is a distribution of Sς. Since a is any function which does not have
its support in ZSy
(3.15) supp ώ±dZs
follows. On the other hand it holds that
(3.16) suppzϋCX5.
This fact follows from
(3.17) (z#±( )> Ψ(0) = °
for any ψ^S with supp ψdRn\\,S. In order to prove (3.17) put
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{ if
lθ if
Since Λ°(£)—λ/ is non-singular on support of ψ> ψ is a function of cS. Then
= ((A°(ξ)-\I)ώ±(ξ), φ(ξ)) .
Here w± satisfies (Λ°—X)zo±=0. Then by the Fourier transformation
(A\ξ)-\I)ώ±(ξ) = 0.
This implies (3.17).
From (3.15) and (3.16)
(3.18) supp ώ±(ξ)(Z\S Π Zs
follows. Here XSΓ\ZS=\ZS, and from Si) and Sii) \ZS is an at most n—2
dimensional submanifold. This shows the condition ii) of Lemma 3.8.
From Rii) and Riii) of the radiation condition it follows that for any σ > 0
and for any θ with O<0<1
\W±(X) \2^Cl
The case ofn>3. Since C(
v
)^Lp(Sn"1) for any£ with ί^p<29 C(v)1+Θ is
integrable on S*"1 for any θ with O<0<1. If θ is sufficiently close to 1 and
σ sufficiently small, it follows
(ί+θ)(n-l)/2-σ(l-θ)>n-2.
So
(l+θ)(n-ί)l2-σ(l-θ)+2s>n
for some s with 0<O<l. Then
(3.19)
This implies that ώ±(ξ)^H~s, that is, tυ± satisfies the condition i) of Lemma
3.8.
The case ofn=Z. Since C(η)^Lp{Sn-1) for somep>ί9 C(η)1+Θ is integrable
on S*"1 for sufficiently small θ.
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for « = 3 . Then
for sufficiently small σ. So
(ί+θ)-σ(ί-θ)+2s>3 (=«)
for some s with 0 < ί < l . Then in the same way as (3.19)
( < > | ± ( ) | +
This implies that ώ±(ζ)^H"s, the condition i) of Lemma 3.8. Q.E.D.
From Theorems 3.1 and 3.9 we have
Theorem 3.10. Let /eC?(J? n ) and λ G ί " \ { 0 } . Then there exists a
unique solution of the problem
f(Λ»-λ)«±=/
I u± satisfies i radiation condition .
4. The Rellich uniqueness theorem for the perturbed system
This section is devoted to prove Theorem 1.1. Since the proof is very-
long, we divide the proof into some steps.
4.1. Outline of the proof.
In [8] J.R. Schulenberger and C.H. Wilcox proved the Rellich uniqueness
theorem for the steady-state wave propagation problem for inhomogeneous
anisotropic media which is uniformly propagative out of a compact set. We
shall extend their method and prove Theorem 1.1.
Let v± be a function of Lf^Π) satisfying (1.3). We take a cut off func-
tion
(4.1) «„
where Ro is a number larger than R of Aiii), and put w±=β(x)v±. Then
(4.2) (Λ-λ)w± = β(x)(A-X)v±+(A°β)v±=A°(Vβ)v± .
Since supp V/3C {JR0^ \X\ ^ i ? 0 + l } , Λ°(V/3)^± has a compact support. We put
(4.3)
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Then we have a steady-state wave propagation problem in homogeneous media
(4.4) (Λ°-λ)«,± = £±.
From Ri) of the radiation condition we may assume that v±(x) is smooth in
\x\ <R0. Then, g±^C%(Rn) from (4.3) because the support of V/3 is compact
in Ω. From Theorem 3.10 w+ is the unique solution of (4.4) and it is repre-
sented as
w± = to±(x, λ) = lim^1[(A°(ξ)-('λ±iε)I)-ιi±(ξ)].
Moreover Theorem 2.3 implies
(4.5) tΰ±(x, λ ) = *ΣJ V λ w | Γ ( s ) r ' I * I" ( M ' 1 ) / 2 1 λ I (n"1)/2
γ=i
• I K(s) I -v* I T(s) I -ιP(s)i±(\s)ψsign(±λ)(s) I . . .TO^+^ί*, λ) .
We call the summation part of (4.5) the leading term and q±(x, λ) the re-
mainder term. As in the argument in [8] the main part of ours is also to show
that the leading term is equal to zero. When the system is uniformly prop-
agative, it is known that the remainder term has the estimate which assures
the square integrability. But in our case the decreasing order of the remainder
term is not so good that the square integrability cannot be obtained automatical-
ly. Thus even after showing that the leading term vanishes, we need more
delicate considerations in order to show that w± belongs to L
2(Ω). This is
given in section 4.6.
In order to show that the leading term vanishes, first remark that
(4.6)
holds. Indeed by a fundamental calculus we can show for any u which satisfies
u(x)(=N(x)
(4.7) ( ( Λ - λ K «)*-(«, (Λ-λJiί)* = (1/0 \
sn
_u*K\
η
)udS ,
where Bt= {\x\<t} Γ\Ω and
(μ, v)D = I u*E(x)vdx for
J D
By substituting u=v± into (4.7) we get (4.6). Note that we cannot substitute
the expansion (4.5) into (4.6) because q± has singularities, we shall use a cut
off function a(ξ) which does not have its support near Z
s
, and operate a(D
x
)
(pseudodifferential operator with symbol a) to the both sides of (4.4). Then
we have
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(4.8) (A°-X)a(D
x
)w± = a(Dx)g± .
From Theorem 3.10 a(D
x
)w± is a unique solution of (4.6) satisfying the radia-
tion condition. In section 4.3 we calculate the leading term of a(D
x
)zΰ± by the
use of the expansion formula of a(D
x
)zϋ± which corresponds to (4.5), and in
section 4.4 we show a suitable remainder estimate for large t. The conclusion
here is
= Σ Σ J
sPΪ«(λί)2( I K(s) I -v I T(s) I -11 P(s)g±(\s) I YJ(s)dS+o(l).
(/ is a positive function denned on 5. It is given later). Since w±=v± for
I x I >JR0>
 w e n a v e
j _ v % A \
v
) v ± d S = 0
as α->l. Therefore, by taking the limit of t->oo and α->l, we can obtain that
the left hand side of (4.9) tends to zero, and then we can obtain that the lead-
ing term of (4.5) is equal to zero. This part of the proof is given in section
4.5.
As stated above we prove that the remainder term belongs to U in section
4.6. Here we use Lemma 3.8 and some conditions of the slowness surface.
4.2. Preparations.
Hereafter we consider only the case of + radiation condition, and write
g+~g for symplicity. (The same arguments are applicable for the case of —
radiation condition).
Let U,V be two open sets of S""1 satisfying
s and UC CInterior of Vc
and let a(ξ) be a function of C°°(Rn) satisfying
a(ξ) = afflcbiξ), 0^aj(ξ)^l (j = 1, 2),
1 if £ / l £ | € = C 7(4-10) am-
 {0 if
and
1 if | f |>(2/3)C s
0 if
where C$ is a constant which satisfies
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Such a C
s
 exists since the system is strongly propagative. We take this func-
tion a and consider (4.6). Since gt=C%(Rn)y a(Dx)gζΞS. Thus (2.3) implies
a(D
x
)w(x, ζ) = ι£(x,
(4.12)
J""P(s) I T(s) I "la{rs)i(rs)fh(tM)dS)dr,
where to(x, ζ) is a solution of (A°-ζ)w=g(ζ(ΞC\R). Clearly a(D
x
)w(xy ζ)
satisfies (Λ°—ζ)aw=ag. Since w(x, X-\-iS) converges to w+(x, λ) in S', the
weak continuity of pseudodiίferential operators implies that a(D
x
)w(x, ζ) con-
verges to a(D
x
)zϋ+(x, λ) as £->0 weakly in S'. Now put u(x> ζ)=a(D
x
)w(x> ζ).
Then
u+(xy λ): = lim u(x, X+iβ) = a(Dx)w+(x, λ ) .
Next decompose u(x, ζ) as
p β
β=i γ=ι
where w° is that of (4.12) and
(4.13) uβy(x,ζ) =
(For 5 β Y see [4, page 607]). Put
υ??(x, λ) =
8\0
Then
Σ Σ « ? V(Λ;, \)+U%(X, λ) .
β=iγ=i
By (4.10) a(ξ) does not have its support in the neighborhood of Z
s
. Thus
the integrand of (4.13) has its support in the interior of a smooth surface. Then
we can use Proposition 3.2 of [4] to let £->0, and we have
(4.14) ! # ( * , λ) = ! # - ( * , λ)+βS7(*, λ ) ,
where
| β l I Λ ? I - ( Λ - 1 ) / 2 1 λ I ( * " 1 ) /
(4.15) «5T -(Λ?, λ) = -P(s) a(\s)£(\s)ψ
aignλ(s)\s=sβy(v)
(0
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and
where C is independent of η^Sn~ι and depends on λ and a. For simplicity
we set
Ψ*(V, )
Our purpose here is to prove
(4.17) P(s)g(Xs)=:0 for s(=S\Z
It is equivalent to
ψ?(
v
,\) = 0 for β=l,2,' ',p,Ύ = l,2,
Note the following equalities:
(»+, (Λ—λ)»+)
Λ/-((Λ—
(
(
{
(1/0
(1/0
i(B(x) -B(x)*)v+}dx
= (1/0 ( Σ vSAJx)v+>nj(x)dS
JQBtJ=i
for ί^Jf?o+l Since (Λ—λ)z>+=0 in ί2. and z ; + = ^ + for ί^i?o+l, we have
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(4.18) ( w*A\
v
)zϋ+dS = 0.
In order to prove (4.17) we prove (4.9). The equality
*+(*, λ) = a(D
s
)t0+(x, λ) = Σ Σ *4Y(#, λ ) + ul(xy λ)|3=iγ=i
implies
β=i γ=i
(4.19) + { Σ — ( faSO A ^
+ Σ
4.3. The leading term of α(Z>I)α7+.
In this subsection we calculate I
λ
. Put
Wψ= {tx; x<=Wβy},
ί2?γ = {Λ;; x = τεt>, wePF**, 0 ^ τ ^ ί } ΠΩ
and
(Δ denotes the symmetric difference). Then, since uίy is smooth in a neigh-
borhood of Ω,^ABt and 9(Ω?vΔJSί) is piecewise smooth, it follows from the same
way as that of (4.18) that
If: = ( (itf)*AX
v
)itfdS
= ( (u<?)*A0(N(x))u<?dW
(4.20)
is defined in [4, page 607]).
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Lemma 4.1. lim/1 2=0. The convergence may not be uniform for a.
Proof. Since Γ?γ C ZWy cx(sβy(η)) does not have its support in a neighborhood
of Γ?v. In fact sβy maps a neighborhood of Γ?y into a neighborhood of Z
s
> and
a does not have its support there. Thus in a neighborhood of Γ?γ
that is,
!#(*, λ) = qVix, λ) .
On the other hand, since A°(η) is analytic, there exists a constant CΔo such that
I Λ°(97) I ^  C
Λ
o. Then it follows from (4.15) that
I I
n
 I ^  Const. Lf Y I * I ' VΓ ^  Const. Γ1' | Λ? | "n | x \ n'2d \ x \
= Const. {c*ι-cTι)Γι.
Hence 712->0 as *->oo. Q.E.D.
Next 713 is treated. We decompose u^ in the following way. Put
and
f i f pczpβy. — sμ — r 9 . * > π 91-I 11 ζ v__ V_^  fa . ^ ^ / o , / ^ — \Jy o '
0 otherwise.
Let
Note that a does not have its support in a neighborhood of Z
s
. Then the fol-
lowing can be verified in the same way as the case of the Green function:
;_oo
 r
—ς
e
irx
'
sPk(s) I T(s) I -1 a(rs)Xp(rs)g(rs)dS)dr ,
where
with C, independent of η=xj\x\ and ?GΔ. Here Xfί(rs)=0 if sφSf and
Y
. Then
(4.2!) «!<*. O Λ(
•(in «""A(«) I T(s) I "•«(«) ί ( « ) « ) A .
J 5
Λ
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Thus the fact S*= U Sp and (4.10) imply
ΣuP(x, ζ) = Σ uβ(x, ζ)+tf(x, ζ).
Put t#(x, ζ)=-
P
u
* = 1
4γ * 0  i
A = l k = l
P
Σ
k=i
P
k = 0Moreover, since a does not have its support in the neighborhood of the boundary
of Spy (4.21) implies the existence of
u
β
k
y
+(x, λ): = lim up(x, X +i6) in S*
and the equality
Ίlut!+(x9
k=0
in the similar way as before. Then
Lemma 4.2. Let Ωt be an open domain of Ω, depending on t>0 which
satisfies
for some constant c. Then for any k, /ΦO ώ holds that
(#£?+, (Λ°—λ,)w??+)Q/ = o(l) oί ί—>oo .
Proof. From (4.21)
follows. Moreover (4.20) implies
(A°-ζ)up(xy ζ) = a(Dx)Xp(Dx)Pk(Dx)g
(ζ = \+ie). Since up(xy ζ)-*v!kt+(xy λ) in S', the limit as S-»0 of the above
equality is
(Λ°-λ)ngr+(*, λ) = a(Dx)Xp(Dx)Pk(Dx)g.
Thus
Here it holds that
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(4.22) = o( | * | -•)
uniformly for η. In fact from (4.10) and (4.11) it follows that a does not have
its support on the discontinuous points of Xψ and Pt. So a(Dx)X^y(Dx)Pι(Dx)g
is smooth in Rn. Then (4.22) follows from the integration by parts. Hence
I ( i # + , (Λ°-λ)*/?r+)Ω,I ^ΓConst . IxI-<•-*>*\x\~ \x\»Ή\x\
Jet
=Const.r ( Λ- 1> / 2 . Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.3. lim /i 3=0. The limit may not be uniform for a.
Proof. In the case of k or /— 0 we follow the calculus of (4.18) conversely,
and we have
Since (4.21) imlies 11#+1 ^  C \ x \ ~n and | u^+ \ ^ C | x \ -C""1)/2, it follows that
|i{ } I ^ Const. (
 β v β v
 {xl'V-WdS
^ C o n s t .
 r
(3«-D/2
ί
»-i
 = C o n s t # r(»+D/2 β
Hence
ί{...} = o(l) as t->oo
for Λ or 1=0.
In the case of &Φ0 and / Φ0 we use Lemma 4.2 for ίi,/=Ω?
v\B/. It is clear
that Z?ΛΩ?Y and Ωβt
y\Bt satisfy the condition of Lemma 4.2. Then
Λ3 = o(ί) as ί -• oo
follows.
Lemma 4.4. It holds that
I
u
 = J
sβV«(λί)21 Ψ<?(N(s), λ) I *J(s)dS+o(l) as t^o
where J(s) satisfies 0<c
a
^J(s)^C
a
for some constants c
a
 and C
a
.
Proof. From (4.14)
In =
Q.E.D.
= \
 BΛu
ίP
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Here (4.15) implies |«5V| ^ C |ae| "ί-"1^ and |qVI ^ C \xI "Λ/2, where constants
are independent of η. Then
(4.23) IJ21 ^ Const, f | x | "C-'W*| * | -<+dW = Const. Γn'2.
Next we consider J
v
 From (4.15) and (4.16)
Here a change of variables is introduced as
WpSx^seS1*, x = tT(s).
The transformation is well-defined because T is a diffeomorphism from the
interior of <Sβv to the interior of W^. Then the fact N(x)=N(x/t)=sl\s\ and
(4.16) imply
A0(N(x))ψ<?(
η
, X) = A°(sl I, I )ψ5T((ίΓ(ί))/1 ίΓ(ί) |, λ)
) I "1 / 21Ά*) I -
Since
A\s)P(s) = ΛV)AW = λ»(*) A(*) = A
for ίe5fγ, it follows that
(4.24) A°(^(*)W^(7, λ) = I * I -V+Y(^(i), λ)
Let 7βy(ϊ) be the Jacobian of T~ι: W^-^Sβ\ Then
dwV = r-ιj»{s)ds» (Jβv(s)>0)
Thus (4.24) implies
(4 25)
), λ)
Hence (4.23) and (4.25) imply the conclusion of the lemma with J(s)=
\T(s)\-^-»Jβll(sy. Q.E.D.
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Now it follows from the results of Lemmas 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4, (4.19) and
(4.20) that
(4.26) I, = Σ J
sβY<2(λ*)21 ΨβΆN(s)> λ) 12J(s)dS+o(ί) as f -* oo .
4.4. The remainder estimates.
In this subsection we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. lim (724-/3)=0.
Proof. Put
u°+ is regarded as the case of (/?, γ)=0. If one of (/3, γ) and (/3, 7)=0, then
IΛi9,γ),(£γ) I ^ r 1 / 2 . If /3Φ/3, it follows that
supp uly'°°(xy λ) Π supp uβ+y>oo(x, λ) = φ ,
and this implies
IJ
 β
_ 1(α5 y)*A 0( 7)ιι?V5 r |^cj w i U | - ( Λ " 1 ) / 2 | Λ : |
= CΓ1'2.
This shows
(4.27) I(β.i>.(β.y> = o(l)
for such cases. In the case of β=β, it follows from (4.15) and (4.16) that
tS"
-φ&(V, X)dS+0(l)
where φ»(r,, λ ) = | K(s) | "1/21 Γ(ί) |
Here put Φ(i?)=λ( | T(s^(
v
)) | - 1 - | Γ(sβ%)) | - 1 ) . Since Φ( ?) is an analytic func-
tion in ΩP, the set of points where grad Φ(^)=0 is either a closed null set of
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ί i β or Ωβ itself. (Note that the consideration of the situation of the neighbor-
hood of 3Ωβ is not needed because a(\sβy(η))=0 near 9Ωβ).
Case 1) grad Φ(^)=0 if and only if η&N, a closed null set of Ωβ.
Let ρ
e
(η) be a function of C%(Ωβ) which satisfies
1 on N
for any £>0. Since the measure of N is zero, such a function surely exists.
If we write
then
For K2, since supp {(1— p 8)^(^ v(^))} is compact and grad Φ(^ )=f=0 on this set,
we have by the stationary phase method
IK21 ^ CK6)/-7 for any integer /.
Thus
This implies
liS U(β,Y).(β, Y) I ^ Cβ f Y γ,α
Since 5 is any positive number, it follows
,(β, Y) I = 0
2) grad φ(^)=0 for any
For this case Φ(η)=cό (a constant on Ωβ), that is, | Tβy(s(η)) \-1—
" ^ λ "
1
^ = : £0. Put C^= {r^ 7 r>0, o?GΩβ}. Then similar to the case
of the slowness surface there exists two analytic functions μy and μ1 with posi-
tively homogeneity of degree 1 defined on Cβ such that
; μ\x)= 1}.
Note that x= \x\η^Wβy is equivalent to μy(\x\'η)=l, and this is equivalent to
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\x\ = ίlμ\η). Similar facts hold for the case of γ. Then, T(^(
v
)) e W»
implies | Ί\P(η)) \ ~ι=μ\τi). Similarly | T(f*(η)) \ ~ι=μ\v). Hence
μ-y(v)—μ'(v) = Co.
The homogeneity of μ1 and μ1 gives
(4.28) μ\x) = μ-f(x)+c0\x\.
Note the fact that Λ S W^ is equivalent to Vμ\x)eSp1'. Then for
where r\η) denotes the length of a point vector x of Wβy which is parallel to η.
Here the fact that Vμγ is positively homogeneous of degree 0 is used. Similarly
From (4.28)
Thus
Hence
Then
>f(
v
, X)dS+o(l)
Here it holds that
Σ λ
)Σ>
|v|=i
Suppose ί"Yθ7)<=SA and ί ^ ) e 5 ? . Then
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Thus (4.19), (4.27) and the results of case 1) and case 2) imply the conclu-
sion of the lemma. Q.E.D.
From (4.19), (4.27) and Lemma 4.5 we have
\tstιJu+)*A°(v)u+dS = Σ Σ Jsf !γ«(λ*)21Ψ5W), λ) I *J(s)dS+o(l).
This shows (4.9). (See (4.16)).
4.5. Proof of (4.17).
In this subsection we complete the proof of (4.17). From (4.18) we have
= ( a(D
x
)w+*A°(v)a(Dx)w+dS-[ w+*A°(v)zΰ+dS
First we treat I'2. The expansion formulas of (a(Dx) — l)w+ and a(Dx)w+
corresponding to (4.5) give
(a(D
x
)-l)tϋ+*A°(η)a(Dx)w+
Σ ( ( % ) ) ) ^ f (ί, ) ( 7 ) $ : ( * , λ) |
where ^+ and §ϊ are the remainder terms of (a(D
x
)~ί)w+ and a(Dx)w+,
respectively, and they have the estimates
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! - ' - 1 ^ (Vp>0)
for any p with l^p<2 if «>3, somep>ί if w=3 and C
atP{η)<=Lp(SH-1), and
for some constant C
Λ
 independent of η. Then
I/SI ^ CA Σ J t s,. 1(α(λϊw( 7))-l)α(λ/ 5
+ CA° Σ Jω..1(α(λίw(??))-1)I(*?)*\Cm\x\-ι-»
Σ J ^ ^ α p i ί * ^ ) ) I Ψ<ΐ I C . ^ ) I *
Thus,
(4.29) ^ CΔo Σ ( ^ ί α
= CΔ° Σ Σ [ (^sβy(η))- ί)a(\sβy(η)) I ψβ+y IWS
/3=i γ=i Jββ
since |«^|=ί.
Next /ί is treated. By the same calculus of (4.18) we have
Iί =
= i{((a(D
x
)-ί)w+,g)B-((a(Dx)-ί)g, w+)Bl} .
Here note tha t^eC^, w+ satisfies Ri) and a(D
x
)=a(D
x
)* since a is real valued.
Then
lim/ί = «{((α(fl
(4.30) = *{K,
= 2 Im ((α(ig- 1)
Λ
 w+V .
Now by changing U and F of (4.10) and C
s
 of (4.11), we can take a se-
quence of functions {a{m)(ξ)} with the properties (4.10) and (4.11) which also
satisfies
(4.31) α ( w ) / l on Rn\Z
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and
(4.32) I Va(">(£) I ^  Const, m .
If we take the superior limits of the both side of (4.9) as t-*oot then it follows
from (4.29) and (4.30) that
Σ Σ 5
s(5γα
(
"°(λί)21 ψίv(N(s), λ) I *J(s)dS
(4.33) ^ΣΣC,
β=iγ=i
+2 Im ((a^\D
x
)-ί)g, w+)R».
Then from (4.31) and the Lebesgue convergence theorem we have
(4.34) CΔo j Q j 5 (a<m\\sβy(y))-l)a(m\\sβ\η)) \ ψ% \2dS->Q
as m-+oo for any β and γ.
On the other hand the radiation condition implies
<»~"5etf+ e L
2(Rn) for some s < 1 .
Thus
Hence it is sufficient to prove
\\<xy(a^\D
x
)-ί)g\y = ||(α(M>( )- l ) i ( )ll
s
 - 0
as m-*°o. It follows from the interval inequality that
for any δ with 0 < δ < l . Since g^S, it holds that
Σ
for any integer /. If we take Z7, V and C
s
 suitably for each m> we have
and
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suppCαΓw
 dωλm<ξ>-ι\ς\-ιd\ξ\)
αΓ
 J
-Ό JO
^C1.
Hence, if we put S=m"<r (0<σ<(l—s)/ί), we have
( 1
-
s )
m-
1
 -»o
as m -* oo .
Then
(4.35) ((cc(m)(D
x
)-l)g,w+)Rn-+0 as m - * o o .
It follows from (4.34) and (4.35) that the limit of (4.33) as m-+oo gives
Since J(s)>0, we have
|ψ^(iV(ί),λ)|2 = 0 for any
Since N is bijective from Sβl/ to Ωβ, we have
ψ 5 % λ) = 0 for
which shows (4.17).
4.6. Proof of τ;+GL
2(Ω).
The final step is the proof of
The Fourier transformation of (4.4) gives
If ξ Φλί for ί ^ S , Λ°((?)—λ/ is non-singular. So if we multiply the both sides
by (Λ°(g)—λ/)"1 from the left, we have
ώ+(ξ) = ( Λ ^ - λ / ) - 1 ^ ? ) for
Hence rf)+(?) have a decomposition:
where ^i(f)=(Λ°(?)—λ/)"1^(f) and ί^2(?) is a distribution which satisfies
(4.36) supp zo2(ZXS.
Lemma 4.6.
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Proof. From (4.17) it follows that the principal part of <x(D
x
)w+ also
vanishes. The estimates of the remainder term of a(D
x
)w+ gives a(D
x
)w+G.
L\Rn). By the Fourier transformation we have
a(ξ)ώ+(ξ) = a(ξ)ώ
ι
(ξ)+a(ξ)ώ2(ξ)^L%Rn).
Thus, if ώ
x
(ξ) belongs to L\Rn
ζ
), a(ξ)ώ2(ξ) also belongs to L](Rn). But it
follows from (4.36) that the measure of supp a(ξ)ώ2(ξ)=0. Then a(ξ)ώt(ξ)=O.
Since a is an arbitrally given function satisfying supp acRn\ZSy
(4.37) supp ώ2CZS.
From (4.36) and (4.37) supp ώ2d\S Π ZS=XZS. On the other hand from (4.17)
the principal part of w+ vanishes. Thus
\*4*)\£Cp(v)\x\-o-»*-** (vp>0)
for any/> with ί^p<2 if Λ > 3 , and for somep<ί if n=3 and C ^ j G ^ S * " 1 ) .
From this it is easily proved that ώ2^H~
s
 for s<l. Then the conclusion
follows from Lemma 3.8. Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.7. w
Proof. Note that
If J G Z S , ξ has a respresentation: ξ=rs (r>0, ί^^) for Λ=l, 2, •••, p. So
from (4.17)
= (r-λ)
for k>0. The assumption Sv) implies
\v(£kg)(ξ)\^c distφ, zφy1,
where Zψ={rs; r^R, s^Zψ}. Hence, for ,
(4.38)
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for ξ^R"\Z
s
. When k<0, the representation ξ—— rs(r>0, s^S-k) is used.
When k=09 λo(f)=O and — \ - 1 A(f)i(f)is bounded in the neighborhood of XS.
So (4.38) holds for any k. On the other hand g^S(Rn) and SdiC^1^ \ξ\
^C
s
} imply
for sufficiently large R. Then it is left only to prove that ti>1 is square integrable
in a neighborhood of XS Π Zφ=\Zψ. Let £)(λ, I) be a minimal polynomial of
det(λ/-Λ°(£)). Then
where L i s an/wXw matrix whose elements are polynomials of X and ξ (see
J.R. Schulenberger and C.H. Wilcox [10]). Q(Xy ξ) is given as
Q(Xy ξ) = ( λ -
(r denotes the deficit.)
Then for ξeZψ with f = r ί 0 (r>0,
(4.39)
where / is the multiplicity of 5 at s0. Then another coordinate system is in-
troduced in a neighborhood of Xs0G\Zψ, which satisfies
Zψ = {Xl = ... = χd = 0, x4+1 = 1} (dim Zψ = n-\-d),
ξ = rs
o
 = (0L—^0, r, xd+2, •••, xn)
and
dist(|,z(i>)~l*il+-+l^l
Then (4.38) and (4.39) imply
\{A0(ξ)-iy1έ(ξ)\^c(\x1\+-'+\χA + \χ,+1-M'r1-
From Si) J^(n+3)/2^3. Thus from some fundamental calculus we have
Hence
ώ
x
(ξ) = (A\ξ)-Xir'i(ξ)^L\R2
ζ
). Q.E.D.
Then Lemma 4.6 implies ώ2(ξ) = 0, and then w+(ξ)=ώ1(ξ)+ώ2(ξ)^L2(Rn).
So w+=β(x)v+^L%Rn). Since v+ GLfoc(Ω), U + G L 2 ( Ω ) follows.
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Thus the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
5. The limiting absorption principle
Our proof of the limiting absorption principle is carried out under the
same line of that of J.R. Schulenberger and C.H. Wilcox [9]. However there
are some differences because our system is not uniformly propagative and Ω,
has boundary. Especially the existence of singularities and non-convexity of
the slowness surface gives the large difference in the proof. We shall state
such differences mainly.
The assumption Ai), Aύ% Aiv) and Avi) imply the self-adjointness of Λ
in a Hubert space M=U{ίϊ) with the inner product
(u3 v)jζ = \ u*E(x)vdx
(P.D. Lax and R.S. Phillips [5]). So all of the spectra of Λ are real, and then
there exists for ζ<ΞC\R the resolvent R(ζ)=(K-ζiy\
Let Mioc denotes a functional space
^ l o c ^ {^  measurable and \\u\\
κ
 = I u*E(x)udx<oo
for any bounded subset K of Ω}.
A sequence {/„} of Jίloc is said to converge to/when
for any bounded subset K.
The limiting absorption principle is the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. 1) LetX^R1\(<rp(A)Ό {0})andletf^L^ Thenthelimit
(5.1)
<Γ\0
exists in Jiioc, where v( , ζ)=R(ζ)f. Moreover v±( , λ) is the solution of the
steady state wave propagation problem for the frequency λ :
(5.2)
' (Λ—\)v± = / for
v±(xy \)^N(x) for
v satisfies ^  radiation condition .
2) Let Δ = [fl j4]Cfi1\(σί(A)U{0}). Then the convergence of (5.1) is
uniform for λ G Δ i n M\
oc
.
In order to prove Theorem 5.1 we need some preparations. First we
recall the following results.
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Theorem 5.2. Suppose that X is in Rι\{fy. Let v be a function in L\Rn)
which satisfies
(A°-X)v = 0 for \x\>p.
Then v itself is zero for | x |
For the proof we refer to N. Iwasaki [3].
We denote {\x\ <R} ΠΩ by Ω*.
Theorem 5.3. 1) Let λeσ^(Λ)\{0} and let v^M be a corresponding
eίgenfunction. Then
supp v(ZΩR {R is of Aiiϊ)).
2) σ>(Λ) is discrete, that is, there are only a finite number of eίgenfunction
of Λ in any finite interval of Rι. Moreover each nonzero eigenvalue of Λ has
finite multiplicity.
The proof can be carried out in the same line of that of Theorem 2.1 of
[9] by using our assumption Avii) instead of the result of their Theorem 1.1.
For the proof of Theorem 5.1 we make use of the Hubert space JCS defined
by
JCS = { « e j l o c ; (l+\x\)-*uf=JQ ( ί > 0 )
and
(u, v), = ( u*E(x)v(ί +1xIy°dx, \u\
s
 = {u, u)Y2.
JΩ
We state some lemmas which will be used in the proof later.
Lemmas 5.4. If u
n
->u weakly in JCS, then un-*u weakly in MXoc.
Here a sequence of functions u
n
^SίXoc is said to converge weakly in SiXoc
to a function M G ^ I O C when for each / and each bounded set KaΩ
(5.3) HmKΛ = (",/)*•
The proof can be carried out in the same line of that of Lemma 3.5 of [9]
if we take BN= {\x\ <N} ΠΩ, and replace JC8 with the above JCS.
Let β(x)<=C°°(Rn) be a function of (4.1). L e t / e ^ satisfy
supp/C supp (E—I)czBRo.
Then τ;( , ζ,f):=R(ζ)f satisfies the identity
(A-ζ)(βv) = (A°β)(x)v(x9 ζ).
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Then it holds that
(5.4) β(x)v(x, ζ) = G( , ?)*(Λ°/S)( M , ζ).
(Note that Λ=Λ° on supp β).
The proof of the next lemma is essentially different from the correspond-
ing lemma of [9]. The difference comes from the existence of the singularity
and the non-convexity of the slowness surface. So in the essential part of the
proof we use the result of our previous paper [4].
Lemma 5.5. Let λ e B\(σp(Λ) U {0}). Put
Choose 7 so that 0$Σ ± (γ) . Then for each S > 0 there exists a constant R1=R1(S,
R
o
, n, λ, 7) such that
(5.5) ί
w a 5 / ( * > e>f)*E(x)v(x, ζ,f)(l+\x\ysdx<£\v( y ζ,f)\*
for all R^RU all ?GΣ±(γ) and all s>(n+l)l2.
Proof. From (5.4)
if M^jRo+1, where h(x)=(A°/3)(x)v(x, ζ,f). Since A°-ξ is hypoelliptic
(J.R. Schulenberger and C.H. Wilcox [10]), φ, ζ,f) is smooth on {\x\ ^RQ}.
This implies h^C%(Rn). If we see the proof of Theorem 7.1 of [4] carefully,
we can obtain
for some CfyζΞU^S"'1) and
\φ)\^C
v
\x\v\h\li^oo for any v>0 ,
where
Thus if s-(n+ί)β>v (that is (n-l)/2+*—v—n>0),
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Now ||ώ||£~^||w||£i for any u. This fact implies
Then (5.5) follows from (5.6) provided R
x
 is sufficiently large. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.6. Let λe/^X fO}. Let ζ±
n
=\
n
±iσ
n
(X
n
, σ
n
Gfi) be a sequence
such that σ
n
>0 and ζ±
n
-+X when n->oo. Let g
n
^M be a sequence such that
supp g
n
(ZB
c
for all n and some c>0, andg
n
-*g in Si as zz—>o°. Put
w±n = R(ζ±n)gn
and assume that there exists a constant K such that
for all n.
Then {w±n} converges weakly in JCS to a limit w±^JCs. Moreover w± is the solu-
tion of the steady-state wave propagation problem (5.1).
Proof. The same method of (3.22) of [9] implies
(A-X)w =g in Jίloc .
Next step is to prove that w± satisfies the ± radiation condition. Since
(A—Λ)w±=g and Λ=Λ° for |x| >R,
(AΌ—\)w± = 0
for |# |>max(lί, c)=: R
o
 (c of B
c
). Thus the hypoellipticity of Λ°-λ (J.R.
Schulenberger and C.H. Wilcox [10]) implies w±<=Coo(\x\>R0). Then w±
satisfies Ri). It follows from (5.4) and (3.19) of [9] that
(5.7) β{x)*>±* = G( , ζ±n)*(A°β)w±n,.
Now supp (A°β)w±n'(Z {Ro^ \x\ ^ Ro+l} and hence
( Λ 0 ^ ± M ^ ( Λ ° ^ ± in 6'.
Moreover G( , ζ±n') -> G±( , λ) in S'. It follows from the continuity of the
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convolution operator on S'*6r that making #->oo i
n
 (5.7) gives
β{x)v)± = <?(•, λ)*(Λ°/3)α?±,
that is,
β(x)zo± = Urn G( , Λ±iε)*h (h = (A°β)w±)
As is shown in the proof of Lemma 5.5, h^C£(Rn). Then the same argument
as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 show that w± satisfies iradiation condition.
Finally we shall prove that w± satisfies the boundary condition. Note that
w±n'G<D(A). Especially w±nr satisfies the boundary condition. Decompose
w±n' as
where w1±n^G^)(A)QtJΊ(A) and w2±n'^32(A). The assumption Avii) implies that
for any r' and any r with R<r'<r
r)+1 \Aw±n'\ \ M i β r ) }
^ C
r
i\\w^\\MΩr)+\\wl^\\JC{Ωr)+1 Aw±n, I,
= C'r{\w±n'\s+\ζ±nrt±n,+gn,\s}
Hence {w±
n
'} is a bounded subset of iϊ 1(ίi
r
). Then there exists a subsequence
•fa4n"} which converges weakly to an element w\ of H\Ω
r
). Moreover from
the Rellich compact theorem it follows that «)+»//-> w± strongly in M{Ω
r
). Next
it is proved that {w±
n
"} converges strongly in M(Ω
r
). It is sufficient to prove
that w±
n
' converges strongly in Sί{Cί
r
) to an ellement w± of <JCS. Note that
Then
0 = Λz4«" = PoAw±n» = ζ±nr'tD±nf'+PogH»
(P
o
 is the projection to 37(Λ) and ΛP 0 =P 0 Λ).
Thus tΰ±
n
"=—Pogu"lζ±n"> a n d this converges strongly in M(Ω
r
). Then α>± n"=
w±
n
»-\-w2±n'' converges strongly in M(Ωr), and Lemma 5.5 implies the strong con-
vergence of w±n'' in JCS. On the other hand w±n" converges weakly to w± in
JίXoc. So
 t
ω±n»-*w± strongly in JCS. The self-adjointness of Λ implies the
closedness of Λ. Then for any function
φw±
n
" -> 9>w± strongly in
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and
A(φw±n») -» (Aφ)w±+φ(Xw±+g) strongly in M .
Hence φw±^SD(A) and A(<pw±)=(Aφ)w±-\-φ(Xw±-]-g). This shows w± satisfies
the boundary condition. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.7. Let λGΛV/Λ) U {0}) and /eZ4χ. Let iζ±n=\n+iσn}
be a sequence such that <r
n
>0 and ζ±
n
->\ when n-*-oo and let {/„} be a sequence
of functions of Sί and supp f
n
cKy a compact set, and /„-*/. Then v( , ζ±ny fn)=
R(ζ±
n
)fn converges weakly in JCS for s>(w+l)/2 to a limit v±( ,X,f)^JCs.
Moreover v±( , X,f) is the solution of the steady-state wave propagation problem
(5.1).
The proof can be carried out in the same line of that of Theorem 3.4 of
[9] by replacing their Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7 with our Lemma 5.5 and
Lemma 5.6, respectively. For our case the convergence of w±nn follows from
the same argument of the last step of Lemma 5.6.
Then the proof of 1) of Theorem 5.1 can be carried out in the same line
of that of Lemma 3.11 and Theorem 3.1 of [9] by replaicng their Lemma 3.4
with our Lemma 5.7. The proof of 2) of Theorem 5.1 can be carried out in
the same line of that of Theorem 3.3 of [9] by replacing their Theorem 2.1
with our Theorem 5.2.
6. The eigenfunction expansion
In this section we shall construct distorted plane waves, and state the the-
orem of eigenfunction expansions. The proof is almost same as that of J.R.
Schulenberger and C.H. Wilcox [11]. So we shall omit it. Here we assume
that E(x) is continuously differentiable.
To begin with disrtoted plane waves {Φf(x, ξ) xeΩ, ξeRn, \j\ =
1, 2, •••, p} are constructed. Let β(x) be a smooth function of (4.1). Consider
the following equation in Si:
(6.2) (A-ζ)Ψ, = -(A-\j
where
(6.3)
Since Λ equals Λ° for \x\>R0+l and (Λ°—λy(f))Φ$=0, it follows that the right
hand side of this equation has its support in the ball {\x\ < i ? 0 + l } . Thus, for
each ζ=X±iσ(σφO), there exists a unique solution Ψj=Ψj ( , ξ
Theorem 5.1 implies the existence of the limit
= lim Ψj(x, ξ;
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if X$Ξσp(A) U {0}, and it satisfies i radiation condition and the boundary con-
dition on 8Ω.
Put
Then, since βΦ) satisfies the boundary condition, it follows easily from the
equation (6.2) that Φy( , ξ\ ζ) satisfies
Here note that E(x)=I for \x\>R0. Finally the distorted plane waves
{Φf(x, ξ)} are defined by
Φf(x, ξ) = limΦy(*, £; λy(
<r\0<r\0
for any ξ<=R"\Z
s
. Then
Λ-λ,(?))Φ*(?) = (\j(ξ)-\)E-^Φ°j for
Φj1 satisfies i radiation condition
for
In order to give the expansion theorem we have to introduce more notations.
For/eCoΓ(Ω) the transform /*(£) is defined by
ff(ξ) = j
o
φ±(*, ξ)*E(x)f(x)dx
(the integral in the sense of the limit in mean)
for all ξ^Rn\Z
s
. Let 3j denote
p
and £F±= Σ S**. ^ denotes a subspace of *Λ of all eigenfunctions of Λ, and
1/1=1
Pp denotes the projection onto it. M
c
 denotes the continuous spectral subspaces
and Pc the projection onto it.
Theorem 6.1. The distorted plane waves {Φf{x, ξ)\ ξ^Rn\Z
s
} form a
complete set of generalized eigenfunctions of Λ restricted to M
c
\
1) 3 ' ± is an isometry of M
c
 onto (*#<>)« ^ e continuous spectral subspace of MQ.
The adjoint operator (£?*)* is an isometry of {M^)
c
 onto M
cy and is given by
(a*)* = Σ
l
JRn
{the integral in the sense of M> the limit in mean).
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2) For any function f of M, it follows that
±
3)
4) PS=£F ± (2 Γ ± )* (Po denotes the projection onto (Jί
o
)
c
)
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